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The dynamic range and error performance of the diode power detector

used to denormalise the digital correlations in interferometric radio-

meters is analysed by means of a second-order model of the diode

response. This gives an easy method to establish system dynamic

range as a trade-off between both the error contribution of measure-

ment uncertainty and diode nonlinearity. The method is illustrated by

analysing the power measurement system of the MIRAS-SMOS

instrument.

Introduction: This Letter presents a simplified trade-off analysis of

the dynamic range and error performance of the power measure-

ment system (PMS) in each microwave imaging radiometer with

aperture synthesis (MIRAS) [1], which is the single payload of the

ESA-SMOS mission [2]. MIRAS consists of a Y-shape interfero-

metric radiometer formed by 69 receivers placed along the arms.

Cross-correlation of the signals collected by all receiver pairs gives

a sample of the so-called visibility function, and the brightness

temperature map is obtained, in a first approximation, by an inverse

Fourier transform. Since the instrument uses 1-bit digital correla-

tors, it actually measures normalised cross-correlations. Hence, the

equivalent system temperature at the input of each receiver must be

measured in order to denormalise each visibility sample prior

to inversion [3]. These measurements are performed by means of

a PMS placed in each receiver in the signal path prior to the

correlator unit.

Four point measurement technique: A simplified block diagram of a

PMS is shown in Fig. 1. When an equivalent system temperature Tsys
is driven to its input, the measured voltage is given by

V ¼ Voff þ GTsys ¼ Voff þ GðText þ TrÞ ð1Þ

where a linear model of the diode power detector has been taken into

account, Tr is the receiver equivalent noise temperature, and Text stands

for the equivalent external temperature. In the measurement mode, this

one is given by the equivalent antenna temperature TA, while in

calibration mode it is given by the so-called COLD and HOT tempera-

tures TC and TH. The overall system gain can be switched between two

values G and G=L (L> 1) by means of an attenuator placed in the signal

path at a point that it does not affect Tr [4]. For the different

combinations of TC, TH and L the following set of voltage measure-

ments are obtained:

V1 ¼ Voff þ GðTC þ TrÞ V2 ¼ Voff þ GðTH þ TrÞ

V3 ¼ Voff þ
G

L
ðTC þ TrÞ V4 ¼ Voff þ

G

L
ðTH þ TrÞ

ð2Þ

From (2) the PMS unknown parameters Voff and G are readily obtained as

Voff ¼
V2V3 � V1V4

ðV2 � V4Þ � ðV1 � V3Þ
and G ¼

V2 � V1

TH � TC
ð3Þ

and the required equivalent system temperature TsysA is estimated as:

TsysA ¼ TA þ Tr ¼
VA � Voff

V2 � V1

ðTH � TCÞ ð4Þ

where VA is the PMS voltage reading in measurement mode. The main

advantage of this approach lies in the fact that TH and TC appear

exclusively in differential mode. This is specially important because TH
and TC are injected by a noise source (NS) simultaneously to a large set

of receivers via a noise distribution network (NDN) [1, 3] (Fig. 1). TH
and TC are also injected through the same NDN to a noise injection

radiometer (NIR) in order to have absolute knowledge of both TH and

TC. Hence, noise contribution of the NDN itself is removed because of

the differential mode (TH� TC).

Fig. 1 Simplified block diagram of PMS and two-level noise injection
network

Effect of measurement uncertainties: There are two main error

sources of TsysA: PMS nonlinearity and measurement uncertainty in

V, TH, and TC. The impact of the measurement uncertainty is directly

related to system dynamic range, which can be defined as the product

DR¼Y � L, where Y is the ratio of system temperatures in HOT and

COLD modes: Y¼ (THþ Tr)=(TCþ Tr). Note that the actual value L of

the attenuator is not required to estimate TsysA, however it has a large

impact in the estimation of Voff, since the values into parenthesis in (3)

tend to zero as L tends to 1 (0 dB). Fig. 2a gives the standard

deviation of the fractional error in the estimation of TsysA (sTsysA in

%) against L (x-axis) and Y (parametric curves for Y¼ 2, 4, 8, 16). The

fractional standard deviation of the PMS voltage readings is sV¼
0.1% and the uncertainty in the calibration temperatures are sTh,Tc¼

0.1%. The plots in Fig. 2b do not take into account diode nonlinearity

which is discussed in the following Sections. With this assumption, it

is clear that both Y and L should be as large as possible in order to

reduce the effect of measurement uncertainty.

Fig. 2 Error in estimation of TsysA against L and linearity

a Against L
b Against linearity
sV¼ sTh,Tc¼ 0.1%, L¼ 6
Y¼ 2 ( � – � –)
Y¼ 4 (——)
Y¼ 8 ( � � � )
Y¼ 16 (-----)

Power detector characterisation: Power measurement is implemented

by means of a Schotky diode detector followed by a lowpass filter as

integrator. To test the method, four detectors have been characterised.

Voltage readings range from 170 to 1150 mV for equivalent system

temperatures ranging from 475 to 3950K. Fig. 3a gives the error of

measured data when fitted to a linear model (1)—in a least squares

sense. The effect of nonlinearity is clearly seen, giving a standard

deviation from the linear model of �0.4%. To asses the impact of

nonlinearity in the detector performance, data has been fitted to a

second-order model given by

Vk ¼ Voffk þ GkTsys þ akT
2
sys ð5Þ

The parameter ak gives the degree of nonlinearity of the PMS numbered

‘k’. Fig. 3b represents the error of measured data in relation to the

second-order model. Now the standard deviation of the error is
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�0.06%, clearly due to measurement uncertainty. Hence, PMS nonli-

nearity can be well represented by a second-order model with mean

hai¼ 1.6 � 10�6 mV=K2, hGi ¼ 0.292 mV=K, hVoffi ¼ 75.82 mV and

standard deviation sa¼ 3.0 � 10�7 mV=K2, sG¼ 0.032 mV=K and

sVoff¼ 6.57 mV. Data from PMS2 have been discarded since it clearly

presents a bad performance.

Fig. 3 PMS error: linear model and quadratic model

a Linear model
b Quadratic model
Measured units:
PMS1 (——)
PMS2 ( � � � )
PMS3 ( � – � –)
PMS4 (– –)

Effect of nonlinearity and dynamic range trade-off: Fig. 2b shows

the standard deviation of the estimated system temperature, against

the second-order effect setting the attenuator to L¼ 6 to keep a

moderate dynamic range. The actual PMS voltage readings have

been simulated by means of the second-order model, while the

estimated TsysA has been obtained through the linear model in (2).

The x-axis represents the effect of the second-order parameter ak—(5)

ranging from �70 to �50 dB, being the actual value for the measured

set of samples of 10 log(ak)¼�58 dB. For low values of ak Fig. 2b

shows that the dominant contribution to the error in TsysA is given by

measurement uncertainty (the same value shown in Fig. 2a for L¼ 6).

However, as nonlinearity increases, the effect of nonlinearity becomes

the dominant effect, which is highly dependent on the value of Y. In

this particular case, a trade-off value for Y that minimises the error is

given by Y¼ 4. Optimum dynamic range becomes DR¼ 24 (13.8 dB)

giving equivalent input temperatures at the receiver front end of

Tsysmin ¼ 78K and Tsysmax ¼ 1872K with associated PMS voltage

readings of Vmin ¼ 98.6 mV and Vmax ¼ 628.05 mV.

Conclusion: A second-order model of a diode power detector

provides an easy way to determine the optimum system dynamic

range in the MIRAS-SMOS interferometric radiometer as a trade-off

between both the error contribution of measurement uncertainty and

diode nonlinearity.
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